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NON--

OPTIMAL L 

ALIGNMENT T 

Inn this chapter, an algorithm to measure agreement between sequences as 

proposedd by Dijkstra and Taris is discussed. It is concluded that the 'optimal 

alignment'' algorithm does not necessarily produce the optimal solution, that is, the 

minimall  distance between two sequences. 

Inn recent years, optimal alignment has gained increasing popularity among 

sociall  scientists, mainly due to the work of Abbott (1990, 1995a), who first 

introducedd the method to the social sciences. Optimal alignment refers to a family of 

algorithmss for the calculation of the similarity between cases described by sequential 

data.. This kind of measure is especially suitable for the classification of event 

history-data,, such as job-careers or other sequential data like, for example, DNA that 

iss built up as a sequence of nucleic-acids, placed in a certain order. If we want to 

knoww how much a bird and a monkey are genetically alike, we are not only interested 

inn the similarity of the amount of particular nucleic acids in their DNA but especially 

inn the similarity of the order in which the nucleic acids are placed. Unlike traditional 

methods,, optimal alignment includes the order of codes in a sequence in the 

computationn of the similarity, and not only the similarity of the codes as such. This 
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featuree makes optimal alignment methods an attractive approach for the analysis of 

manyy kinds of longitudinal data. 

Thee method of optimal alignment is based on the idea of changing one 

sequencee into the other to establish similarity between the two. With the approach 

suggestedd by Abbott and Hrycak (1990) sequences may be modified with three kinds 

off  edit-operations: deletion of codes, insertion of codes, and substitution of codes. 

Withh these edit-operations, both sequences are altered until they align, that is, consist 

off  the same codes in the same order. The optimal solution is defined as the minimal 

numberr of alterations necessary. From this number, a measure of similarity may be 

obtained.. However, determining the minimal number of alterations is rather 

complex,, especially as the number of codes increases, because two sequences do not 

necessarilyy consist of the same number of codes (e.g., the DNA-string of a bird does 

nott have the same length as a monkey's). This problem is known in mathematics as 

thee string-to-string correction problem (Wagner and Fischer, 1974), a combinatorial 

problemm that can be solved with a mathematical technique known as dynamic 

programmingg (Kruskal, 1983). In the area of speech recognition these techniques are 

alsoo often referred to as (dynamic) time-warping or elastic matching (Kruskal, 1983). 

Thus,, the standard mathematical approach, like Abbott's, produces optimal 

solutions. . 

Dijkstraa and Taris (1995) proposed a new alignment algorithm based on a 

differentt set of edit-operations: deletion of codes and exchange of codes within a 

sequence.. Instead of using a dynamic programming algorithm, they specify 

consecutivee parts in the algorithm for deletion and exchange. The number of 

deletionss and exchanges are multiplied by a proportionality constancy. In the deletion 

partt of the algorithm, codes are deleted in two steps. In step 1, codes that occur only 

inn one of both sequences are deleted. In step 2, codes that occur more often in one of 

thee sequences than in the other, so-called superfluous codes, are deleted. In this way, 

twoo sequences are stripped of differing codes until they consist of the same number 

off  similar codes but may still differ with respect to the order in which these codes 

occur.. The next part of the algorithm, the exchange part, is then used to put the codes 

inn the same order. For example, for the alignment of sequences L (long) =ABBC and 

SS (short) =CBD, sequence L is stripped of code A during the first step, whereas 
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sequencee S is stripped of code D. In the second step, sequence L is stripped of one 

superfluouss code B, on which one exchange is needed to turn BC into CB. This type 

off  edit-operation, exchange of codes, gives the minimal number of exchanges of 

adjoiningg codes needed to turn one reduced sequence into the other reduced 

sequence.. Finally, the number of deletions, and the number of exchanges are 

combinedd to overall measures of agreement, made proportional to different sequence 

features,, as, for instance, the length of the sequences. 

Thee appropriateness of some aspects of the DT algorithm has already been 

questionedd by Abbott (1995b). In his comment on the algorithm, Abbott asked, for 

example,, whether removal of superfluous codes is tenable from a substantial point of 

view.. Hence, the approach taken by Dijkstra and Taris may not be applicable in 

manyy situations. We, however, argue that the presented algorithm is technically 

incorrect,, so that even in situations in which removal of codes may be opportune, the 

algorithmm produces incorrect answers. Specifically, Dijkstra and Taris (1995, p 226) 

claimedd that their algorithms are exact, i.e., produce the optimal solution, that is, the 

minimall  number of deletions and exchanges required to change one sequence in 

another.. We will refute this claim by proving that DT is mathematically flawed 

becausee the deletion of superfluous codes is not optimal and, therefore, neither is the 

alignment. . 

Thee first step, removal of codes that occur in only one of the two sequences, 

iss not relevant to the remainder of this article. The problem arises in the second step, 

thee deletion of superfluous codes. This procedure is rather complex due to the 

requirementt of optimality. This requirement demands sequences to be as similar as 

possible,, in terms of exchanges, after deletion of the superfluous codes. The problem 

iss not determining what the superfluous codes are but exactly which codes to 

remove.. The description of this part of the algorithm presented below is from 

Dijkstraa and Taris (1995; p226): 

1.. Determine the longer sequence (we call it L) and the shorter sequence (call 

itS). . 
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2.2. Determine the superfluous codes of sequence L. For example, if L -

"ABCCBCD"" and S ="ACBAD," the [list of] superfluous codes of L are B, C, and 

C. . 

3.. Set the starting point of sequence L to 0. 

4.. Determine the first code of sequence S. 

5.. Determine the first occurrence of this code, after the starting point in 

sequencee L. 

6.. If before this code and after the starting point in sequence L, one or more 

superfluouss codes occur, these codes are removed from sequence L and from the [list 

of]]  superfluous codes. 

7.. Set the starting point of sequence L to the code found in step 5. 

8.. Determine the next code from sequence S. 

9.. Repeat steps 5 to 8 until all codes of sequence S are scanned or no 

superfluouss codes are left. 

10.. If there are superfluous codes left, scan sequence L on the occurrence of 

superfluouss codes from the last code of sequence L backward. Remove these codes 

fromm sequence L (and from the [list of] superfluous codes). 

11.. If sequence L is shorter than sequence S, call the sequence that is now the 

shorterr one sequence S and the other sequence L. Repeat steps 2 to 10. 

Thee algorithm then calculates the number of exchanges needed to turn one of 

thee reduced sequences into the other reduced sequence. Dijkstra and Taris claim that 

superfluouss codes are deleted in such a way that both sequences become as similar as 

possiblee in terms of exchanges: "the code that results in a sequence that needs the 

leastleast number of moves to transform it into the other sequence" (Dijkstra and Taris, 

1995,, p. 226). 

Dijkstraa and Taris (1995) illustrate this part of the algorithm with the 

followingg sequences as example: 

L== ABCCBCD 

S== ACBAD 
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Thee superfluous codes of sequence L are one B and two Cs, whereas 

sequencee S has one superfluous code, an A. By following the steps 1 to 11 described 

above,, Dijkstra and Taris show that both sequences L and S are reduced to the 

followingg sequence: ACBD. This is in fact the optimal solution, as no further 

exchangess are necessary. However, the fact that the optimal solution is found in this 

examplee is not a sufficient condition for the claim of optimal alignment for all input. 

Forr other sequences, the optimal solution is not always found, as we will show with a 

counterexample.. The sequences in our example (L= BCCBACD and S= ACBAD) 

aree identical to the sequences in the Dijkstra-Taris example, with the exception of 

codee A from the longer sequence, which is now moved from the first to the fifth 

position.. Thus we maintain the exact same set of superfluous codes. 

Lett us apply the DT algorithm to these slightly modified sequences: 

L== BCCBACD; 

S== ACBAD 

2.. The superfluous codes of L are B, C, and C. 

3.. The starting point of sequence L is set to 0. 

4.. The first code of sequence S is an A. 

5.. The first occurrence of an A, after the starting point in sequence L, is on 

thee fifth position. 

6.. Before the fifth position and after the starting point in sequence L, all 

superfluouss codes occur. Codes B, C, and C are removed from the first, second, and 

thirdd positions of sequence L and from the list of superfluous codes. 

7.. Since sequence L is now shorter than sequence S, the resulting sequences 

aree renamed as follows: 

S2=BACD D 

L2=ACBAD D 

Stepss 2 to 10 are repeated. 

2.. The superfluous code of L2 is an A. 
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3.. The starting point of sequence L2 is set to 0. 

4.. The first code of sequence S2 is a B. 

5.. The first occurrence of a B, after the starting point in sequence L2, is on the 

thirdd position. 

6.. Before the third position, and after the starting point, in sequence L2 the 

superfluouss code occurs. Code A is removed from the first position of sequence L2 

andand from the list of superfluous codes. 

Al ll  superfluous codes have now been removed, with the following result: 

L(reduced)== BACD 

S(reduced)== CBAD 

Now,, two exchanges are needed to align these sequences. However, for 

optimall  alignment a correct deletion algorithm should have identified the first, 

second,, and sixth code of the original sequence L to be removed, instead of the first 

threee codes. After the deletion of the redundant A from the original sequence S, both 

L(reduced)) and S(reduced) would then become CBAD. In this case, additional 

exchangess are no longer needed. This proves that the DT algorithm does not produce 

thee optimal solution. 

Thee DT algorithm is implemented in the SEQUENCE program (Dijkstra, 1994) 

usedd for the analysis of sequential data. To illustrate the effect of this non-optimal 

solutionn we computed the overall agreement ra (Dijkstra and Taris, 1995) for the 

sequencess in our example. Dijkstra and Taris define the value of the agreement as 

proportionall  to 1 minus, the number of exchanges divided by the number of codes of 

thee reduced sequence incremented by 1. SEQUENCE, using two exchanges, gives an 

agreementt of .3265, in which we, without exchanges, find an agreement of .4571. 

Similarr differences were found for the other proposed measures, rp and rY (Dijkstra 

andd Taris, 1995). The larger number of exchanges used by the DT algorithm results 

inn a lower measure of agreement. In the example of Dijkstra and Taris the optimal 

solutionn is found accidentally, but in our example it is not. The similarity measures 

inn the two examples can therefore not be compared. Thus, as it cannot be predicted, 
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whenn the DT algorithm produces optimal solutions and when not, the related 

agreementt measures proposed by Dijkstra and Taris cannot be trusted. 

Inn this article, it is shown that the claim that the DT algorithm produces the 

optimall  solution does not hold. Where does DT go wrong? The DT approach applies 

twoo edit operations consecutively - first all the necessary deletions of codes and then 

alll  the necessary exchanges of codes. As the current example shows, the DT strategy 

excludess many other possible strategies, among which could be the optimal 

solution.'' When the alignment problem is simply recognized as a combinatorial 

problem,, as it should be, it becomes clear that the deletion of elements cannot be 

performedd independently of later exchanges, i.e., not consecutively as in the DT 

algorithm.. However, an approach that would define the order of removal and 

replacementss of codes would show more resemblance to the optimal alignment 

techniquess questioned by Dijkstra and Taris (1995) than it would to the DT 

approach.. In short, it seems unlikely that an optimal solution will be found for any 

input,, by an algorithm based on the simple strategy of consecutive deletion and 

exchangee operations. 

Ass far as we know, there is no specific optimal alignment algorithm available 

thatt is based only on the deletion and exchange operations. An algorithm proposed 

byy Lowrance and Wagner (1975) offers more possibilities to solve the problem and is 

providedd with a solid mathematical foundation (Wagner, 1983). However, this 

algorithmm is directed to even more complex combinatorial problems as it also allows 

forr substitution and insertion operations as well as deletion and exchange. 
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NOTE E 

1.. An anonymous reviewer identified another problem with the DT-algorithm 

thatt does not arise in our example: 

"Stepp 6 of DT is not well defined. Suppose one sequence has x copies of one 

codee and the other has y<x copies. Then, there are x-y superfluous copies of that 

codee in the first sequence. In step 6, the interval in L that is examined may contain 

moree than x-y copies of that code, and the algorithm does not specify which x-y 

copiess to remove. So step 6 is not well defined." 

Considerr sequence L (AADAAG) and sequence S (GAD). Sequence L has 

fourr copies of code A, whereas Sequence S has one copy of code A. The first 

occurrencee of the first code of sequence S is on the sixth position of sequence L. So 

threee superfluous codes A will have to be removed from the first six positions of 

sequencee L. This interval contains all four codes A, of which three have to be 

removed.. Because DT does not specify which three, possibly the first three are 

removed.. This leads to a sub-optimal solution, since the remaining code A will have 

too be swapped with code D. This could have been avoided if the last three codes A 

hadd been removed in step 6. 
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